Our range of products for your bolting cases


Our extensive range of high torque torque wrenches leaves nothing to be desired. A quick look at our current catalogue or gedore-torque-solutions.com is enough, to find just the right tool for you.

We develop the torque wrench of your future

From pioneer to high-tech centre

For almost 45 years we have stood for quality and innovation in all areas of bolting technology.

Our aim is for people all over the world to be able to work more safely and efficiently with our tools. This is what motivates us. Our focus is on your individual requirements. And this is what we invest our entire strength, prudence and passion in. After all, we want to inspire you in the form of our strong brands, innovative ideas, the very best products, and solutions which will really give you an edge.

Anyone who has ever used our tools is impressed by their superior quality. After all, they fulfill maximum demands on precision, function, material, finish, ergonomics, durability and industrial safety. Even under rough conditions and in the case of major challenges.

It goes without saying that we also want to offer you the very best service in the form of competent contact persons, short paths and tailored solutions to match your individual requirements.

You can continue to count on having us as a reliable partner in the future.
THE LÖSOMATS BY GEDORE
THE SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR APPLICATION
LDA/LAW, LDA/LAW Solution, LDE/LEW, LPK/LPK-X, LES, LKV, LKS, LDH/LDK/LHU, LHD, LDB, LDA-S, LDE-S, LEW-S

NEW CORDLESS TORQUE WRENCHES
SERIES LDA/LAW, 90 - 6000 Nm
Flexible, Independent, Excellent.

WITH BATTERY AND COLOUR DISPLAY
SERIES LDA SOLUTION, 90 - 6000 NM
Documented, Controlled, Powerful.

ELECTRIC TORQUE WRENCH
SERIES LDE/LEW, 90 - 13000 NM
Documented, Controlled, Powerful.

PNEUMATIC TORQUE WRENCH
SERIES LPK/LPK-X, 80 - 12800 NM
Functional, Compact, Individual.

SIDE POWER WRENCH
SERIES LES/LPS, 850 - 4800 NM
Compact, Rational, Special.

TORQUE MULTIPLIER
SERIES LKV, 50 - 54000 Nm
Precise, Comfortable, Powerful.

COUNTER WRENCH
SERIES LKS
Often copied, Never reached.

HYDRAULIC WRENCH
SERIES LDH/LDK, 60 - 27000 NM
Light, Handy, Compressed.

HYDRAULIC UNIT
SERIES LHU UP TO 800 BAR
Maintenance-Free, Robust, Compatible.

RAILWAY TORQUE WRENCH
SERIES LDB, 150 - 1100 NM
Exempted from the prescribed check.

HEAVY DUTY TORQUE WRENCH
SERIES LHD, 800 - 7500 NM
Precise torque, Powerful, Flexible.

GATE VALVE WRENCHES
SERIES LDA-S/LDE-S/LEW-S
Breakaway torque up to 900 Nm.
WHAT SETS US APART IS OUR QUALITY
HIGH-GRADE. INDIVIDUAL. FLEXIBLE
You will find us wherever you are.

SINCE 45 YEARS
YOUR REQUIREMENT
IS OUR CHALLENGE

Exactly tested and calibrated
Each dynamic device is accurately measured and receives an individual factory calibration certificate.

Special reaction arm versions
If the standard reaction arm does not fit your bolting case, our specialists will develop a custom-fit special design for you.

Always the right solution
Our experts will advise you on site and find the right bolting system for you.

Inhouse training courses with training certificate
In our training centre you will receive the latest safety instructions every year.

Do you need more information concerning our devices? Request our complete catalogue now.

Are you interested in our products? Contact our competent consultants to arrange a demonstration.
T +49 (0) 7042 / 9441 - 0  torque-solutions@gedore.com